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EL GAIN
 EL gain is the regime where each electron

Avalanche mode
e+Xe  e- +Xe*
e+Xe  2e-+Xe+

produces many photons via excitation, while
not producing many electrons via ionization.

e-

γ

 Relative to avalanche it offers less total gain

but smaller relative fluctuations

 This makes it an especially compelling gain

Electrons get enough energy to
ionize as well as excite Xe:
 big fluctuations in photon yield

mechanism for certain specific situations.

-HV

EL mode
e+Xe  e-+Xe*

γ
GND
Only enough energy to excite Xe
 small fluctuations in photon yield
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Plot c/o Austin McDonald

THE EL GAIN SWEET SPOT
 Gain fluctuations matter when we really care about E resolution from ionization.
 Sacrificing total gain for smaller fluctuations is only a sensible choice if the other

sources of fluctuations are not limiting!

(from NEXT
Collab,
JINST. (2011)
6:P05007)

Total resolution

Many experiments also
contend with other sources
of smearing, like:
•
•
•
•

Loss of energy to
neutrals
Nuclear binding
energies
Escaping particles /
punch-through
Etc…

Ionization

Multiplication

Collection
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LUX collaboration

DEATH BY FLUCTUATIONS
 Ionization fluctuations are always going to

dominate at very low energies (like dark
matter searches); we just have so few
quanta to play with.

 They are also going to dominate whenever

7kV/cm
662 keV

recombination is strong (liquids or very
high pressure gases).

Bolotnikov and Ramsay

 Light collection fluctuations are going to

dominate whenever we don’t have very
good optical detector coverage (like
DUNE FD, etc)

In all these situations, benefit of EL
over avalanche seems marginal.
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DUNE FD

0NUBB IS THE KILLER
AP FOR EL GAIN
 However, there is at least one truly

killer ap: The search for neutrinoless
double beta decay.

Detector sketch from Nygren,
NIMA 581 (2007) 632–642

 Goal is to reconstruct with extreme

precision the energy of the end-point
of the double-beta spectrum of 136Xe.
 Detector medium = target isotope;
 Energy of signature is high enough that

ionization fluctuation do not dominate;
 Gas phase can escape recombination
fluctuations that plague liquid searches;
 Employ EL gain to preserve excellent
intrinsic energy resolution in gas-phase
ionization.

 And also exploit several other

advantages of the gas phase over
liquid or solid materials, too…
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OTHER GAS DETECTOR
ADVANTAGES FOR 0NUBB
 Signal topology of 0nubb is distinct

from that of gamma ray
backgrounds

 Two Bragg peaks rather than one, at

Double beta
candidate from
Gotthard TPC,
1998 Phys. Lett.
B 434 407

track ends.
 First proven by Gotthard TPC
 A key part of NEXT radiogenic
background rejection strategy.

 Combination of precise energy

resolution and topology makes full
volume active

Example simulated events
at NEXT

 No need to use 2/3 of isotope for self-

shielding, as in liquid phase TPCs.

 Gas-phase barium tagging for 0nubb

does not involve neutralization, or
require atom or ion extraction over a
phase boundary (more later…)

 Gas phase detectors also offer many,

many paths for optimization, making
them especially flexible devices.

0nubb

Gamma rays and betas
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NEW / OTHER APPLICATIONS
 Surely 0nubb is not the

only killer ap for EL.

 But not many others seem to

be in wide discussion at
present!

 A few notable examples:
 Recent application explored

Compton X-ray imaging of
cells;
 Studies of fission fragments
from nuclear reactions;
 Improved energy
measurement at a DUNE gas
near detector;
 Etc…?

 There must be more killer

aps waiting to be
uncovered.
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 Sequence of HPGXe experiments, focused on achieving big, very

low background xenon 0νββ detector

 NEXT-DBDM

1800 SiPMs,
1cm pitch

HV Connections

10 kg active
region (10bar)
50cm drift
length

 NEXT-DEMO

 NEXT-NEW
 NEXT-100

 NEXT-HD

“Spaceship” SiPM
feedthroughs

12 PMTs operating
in vacuum (30%
coverage)

Full-system technology demonstrator to
validate background model and demonstrate
11
detector scalability, laying foundation for
NEXT-100

Above Qbb

Below Qbb
Energy
calibrations
and stability
still
improving:
presently sit
at ~1% at Qbb

Energy calibration of the NEXT-White detector with 1% FWHM resolution near Qββ of 136Xe
JHEP 1910 (2019) 230
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SNO+
KZ
EXO-200
NEXT
CUORE

GERDA

(intrinsic)

(intrinsic)
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TOPOLOGICAL RECO WITH
DOUBLE ESCAPE PEAKS

NEXT-White data

Double escape peaks provide a
beautiful data-driven method to
quantify topological performance.
On double escape peak
15cm
NEXT-White data

15cm

208Tl
double
escape

 0.89% at Qbb
Compton
continuum

Off double escape peak
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TOPOLOGICAL SIGNATURES
 NEXT, JHEP 10 (2019) 052
•
•

Traditional:

Exciting new
methods based on
Richardson-Lucy
deconvolution and
applications of
deep neural
networks promise
dramatic
advances, soon 

Classical topological reco performance now validated
between data and MC
Sensitivity extrapolations to large scale detectors based on
Geant4 appear reliable.

NEXT, arXiv:2009.10783.pdf

Deconvolved:
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TWO-NEUTRINO DOUBLE BETA DECAY CANDIDATES

NEXT-White data
Topologically identified and away from double escape peaks
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BACKGROUND MODEL VALIDATION

• 0.75 ± 0.12stat ± 0.25syst predicted in wide ROI
• 1 event observed
• NEXT background model validated.
Radiogenic backgrounds in the NEXT double beta decay experiment
JHEP 10 (2019) 51
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DIFFUSION REDUCTION VIA GAS MIX:
 Use of an additive, either light or molecular, can wick energy away

from electron swarm leading to cooling.

 This reduces the effective transverse diffusion, and sharpens topology.

Pure Xenon

10% 4He

0.35% CH4

0.3% TMA

Concentrations here are picked qualitatively where the additive hits roughly
“diminishing returns”. All evaluated at 15 bar
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NEXT with helium key results
Concept paper
presenting helium
diffusion reduction 
Nucl.Inst.Meth.2018.07.013

Excellent electroluminescence

properties preserved in the
presence of helium additives to
xenon gas
JHEP04(2020)034
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NEXT with helium key results
Helium impact on
longitudinal diffusion
quantified – diffusion larger
than swarm simulations but
workable
JINST 14 (2019) no.08, P08009

 Theoretical work on swarm microphysics ongoing to

understand and fix 20% discrepancies in models.
Refactored MagBoltz codebase into Python to enable
these ongoing studies:
Comp Phys Comm, 254, September 2020, 107357
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FROM 4HE TO 3HE

Journal of Physics G: Nuclear and Particle
Physics, 47(7), 075001.

 Same chemical element, but very different properties!
 Use of 0.1% 3He reduces cosmogenic backgrounds and allows

siting of HPGXe TPC even at shallow laboratories.

 The high neutron capture cross section of 3He competes with

cosmogenic background from neutron activation of 136Xe to
effectively remove this background.
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GAS COOLING
 Motivations:
 Replace PMTs (source of radioactive
background) with radiopure SiPMs,
without suffering from dark rate.
 Enable higher Xe mass at a given
pressure
 Minimize outgassing for better e- lifetime
Cold Xe cryostat at BGU

 Key Question:
 will energy resolution degrade at low
temperature?
 First Results:
 Electroluminescence from 59.5 keV γ
(1.2-2 bar)
 Vary T from 300K to 175K
 No observable degradation of energy

resolution down to 175K

 3.8% FWHM at 60 keV, extrapolates

to 0.6% FWHM at Qββ
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EL SMEARING FROM WLS

Smearing at a WLS plane also limits
the topology. How can we beat it?

Diffusion and EL

Diffusion only

EL
gap
TPB
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 Use of optically imaging TPC

with VUV image intensifier
allows capture of topology
without WLS smearing or SiPM
resolution limitations.

 Prototypes are under

Barium
tag with
EMCCD
and laser
excitation

RFC

CRAB

Camera Readout
and Barium Tagging

Ba2+

e

EL (+HV)
e
e

CCD

CCD

TPX
Cam

TPX
Cam

Tracking
with VUV
CCD
Image
intensifier +
TpxCam

CCD

Barrel energy measurement

construction at UTA, ANL.
 Additional advantages:
 Potentially dramatic reduction in

cost, complexity, radioactivity
and heat load of tracking
function.

 Provides testbed for

incorporation of barium tagging
into HPGXe experiment.

 Given rapidly advancing Ba

tagging technology, this is
imminently needed!
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THE FAT GEM AND SANTIAGO OPTICAL TPC
 Another promising pathway to

remove WLS smearing is to
embed WLS function within a
patterned device.

 The FAT-GEM pioneered at

Santiago shows extremely
promising early performance.
Santiago OTPC

 Also a very promising readout technology

for a visible-intensification camera based
TPC (being pursued!)
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J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 1498 012019

SOMETHING I WANT TO TALK ABOUT BUT
DON’T HAVE TIME
 Recent Neutral Bremstrahlung studies in NEXT are

extremely exciting.

 See the talks from Carlos Henriques and Pablo Amedo

on Friday!!
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ELTPCS WITH BARIUM TAGGING
 Barium ion is only produced in a

true ββ decay, not in any other
radioactive event

 Identification of Ba ion plus ~1%

FWHM energy measurement would
give a background-free experiment.

 All daughters expected to be charge

Ba++ in xenon gas

 (in liquid, have Ba, Ba+ and Ba++ due to

recombination effects)

 Is it plausible to detect an

individual doubly charged ion in
HPGXe?
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BARIUM ATOMS AND IONS
• Barium is born in a high charge state as emerging beta electrons disrupt the atom
• Quickly captures electrons from xenon to reach the Ba++ state
• In gas, it ~stops there. In liquid, further recombination happens.
Structure of the Ba atom
Two outer
electrons
bound to e+ve core e-

Xelike ++
core

Structure of the Ba+ ion
One outer
electron
bound to e+ve core

Xelike ++
core

Structure of the Ba++ ion

Noble-like
electron shell

Xelike ++
core

Liquid –
Some distribution
Gas –
Mostly this
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Concept to adapt SMFI for Ba
tagging:
D.R. Nygren, J.Phys.Conf.Ser.
650 (2015) no.1, 012002

SMFI:

 A non-fluorescent molecule becomes fluorescent (or vice versa)

upon chelation with an incident ion.
Not fluorescent

Receptor

Fluorescent

Dye
Calcium and barium are congeners – many dyes developed for calcium are
also expected to respond to barium
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FLUO4

31

This “step” is how
you know it is
exactly one ion.
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ADVANCES IN BARIUM TAGGING CHEMISTRY
 New molecules with dry

single ion response and
tuned selectivity 

Nature Sci Rep 9, 15097 (2019)
arXiv: 2006.09494 (sub to JACS)

  Adaptations of crown-ether

sensors for ratiometric (“bi-color”)
sensing.
Nature 583, 48–54 (2020)
Ba++ ion
10 bar Xe

 High pressure gas single ion

microscopy (barium imaged
in 10bar xenon) 
Publication in prep
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18c6 Ba-Unbound

Off
LUMO

On

18c6 Ba-Bound

LUMO

ɣ
Excitation

Emission

Excitation

HOMO

HOMO

HOMO-1

HOMO-1

Off

18c6 K-Bound

LUMO

On

18c6 Hg-Bound

LUMO+1
LUMO
ɣ

HOMO-1

Excitation

Excitation

HOMO

Emission

Excitation

HOMO

HOMO-1

FROM
GUESSWORK
TO PRECISION
MOLECULAR
DESIGN
Computations with
DFT and TDDFT now
allow us to be
predictive of which
receptor / fluor
combinations
respond to which
ions and why.
We are just starting
to explore a wide
space with this new
tool.
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ION TRANSPORT &
CONCENTRATION:
RF CARPETS

DFT calculations predict ion clustering and RF
carpet simulations predict efficient transport.

+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -

+ - + - + - + -

 One concept for ion collection

from a large cathode plane is
through concentration with RF
carpets at 10 bar onto ~1mm2
sensor plane with a monolayer
of chemosensors.

 Simulations and HV tests

suggest that efficient ion
transport to sensor plane is
achievable at 10 bar xenon,
even with solvation shell.

RF HV strength of Xe is sufficient for RF transport at 10bar.

 Program of R&D at the CARIBU

facility will test high pressure
RF carpet, scheduled for 2020
(COVID permitting).

JINST 15 (2020) 04, P04022
Phys.Rev.A 97 (2018) 6, 062509
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THANKS FOR
YOUR
ATTENTION!
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